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Diversity and 
Inclusion

Contemporary 
Psychotherapy 

Priorities



https://youtu.be/Rorgjdvphek
Dr DeGruy: Post Traumatic Slavery Syndrome 

What themes did you pick up on?
Trauma
Power and Powerless
Worth and worthlessness
Safety and Danger
Dependent and Independent
Appropriate Adaptations
Generational

How are these themes generalised and distinct to 
other groups and diversities?

https://youtu.be/Rorgjdvphek


What causes higher proportions of 
people from  marginalised groups to 
experience mental health conditions?

What are
Exclusion Trauma

And
Minority Stress?



Standing Up to Authority/Bullies 
(or not)

Normalised
expectation of 
harassment, violence 
and compromised 
safety



Rejection
Exclusion
“Othered”



Negative Represention and Imaging 
Lack of Positive Representation
Erasure through Invisibility



Poverty
Decreased Opportunity
Too Much Too Young



Breaking the Rules

Adaptations to get 
needs met that 
disturb personal 
ecology



Exposure to Gossip and Rumour

Micro-aggressions 
undermining Social 
Confidence



Scrutiny and Judgment from Others

Interrogation
Expected to “prove” 
a different reality 



Under/Over Achievement



Being Pathologised for Difference
Then Gaslighted for Objecting



Normativity and Insularity of 
Minority Communities



How do these dynamics feed 
SHAME and HYPERVIGILANCE?

Are SHAME and HYPERVIGILANCE
Different descriptions for 

DEPRESSION and ANXIETY?



Normativity 
Based 

Theory

PsychotherapyPathology
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Binning, 
Bonding

Or Binding?
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How do we counteract 
structuralised inequities, 
opression and injustice in 
psychotherapy when 
psychotherapy has been used 
as a tool to perpetuate these?



How many queer psychotherapists 
does it take to change a lightbulb?

You can’t generalise like that. 
What’s a ‘typical lightbulb’?
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Is our past best forgotten?
Unpublished Manuscript Milton H. Erickson (1935) 
“Latent Homosexuality: Identity Exploration in Hypnosis”
‘She continued by explaining that her personality conflict had 
centered around “strong latent homosexual tendencies,” which she 
had not recognized and which she had repressed with “every ounce of 
my strength”
….She has since married happily…’ 

1950s
“How long have you been a woman?”

Recollections of this case in 1990s of Betty Alice Erickson
“Daddy explained to us kids that one of his patients would sometimes 
come to the door as a man and sometimes as a woman and that when 
this patient arrived as a man we should address him as we would a 
man and when this patient arrived as a woman we should address her 
and treat her with all courtesy that we would a woman.”
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Heterosexuality
Gender Binary

Matrimony 
Reproduction

L

T

G

B
U-M

A Model of Error of Model?

“Convince us without us 
having  to rethink what 

we know” 

“Explain yourself 
(in our terms)”
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Binning 
• Bin ‘bad’ books and ‘bad’ therapists! 
• Focuses on what we must NOT do e.g. ‘conversion 

therapy’ Memorandum of Understanding 2017. 
• Distances mainstream more comfortably from its 

history of oppressive practice. “Feel good” repairs. 
• Can deny that the consequences on clients of past 

errors in psychotherapy are still currently active.
• Activates defensiveness from mainstream over 

ongoing covertly oppressive practice.
• Can deny a space to the most vulnerable people as 

therapists see them as ethically risky.
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A Window on the Present?
“I’m a therapist! I work with children, just children! Who go on to lead 
happy lives, not these sad outsiders. If you want to make any progress 
you should ditch this interminable proliferation of labels and 
differentiations. I resent being expected to learn all this opaque 
vocabulary. They’re made up words for made up ideas. It’s a cult.”

CHAP

DANDY

LAD

BLOKE

BLOKEY BLOKE

GEEZER

SIR

NEW MANDOC

PAL
BRO

BERK

SONNY HUNK

HUSBAND

GRANDDAD

POOR 
BUGGER

LORDING IT

BOSSWOMANISER

GENTLEMAN

HUSBAND 
MATERIAL

HEN 
PECKED

Heterocentric Colonialism
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Gender, Sexual and Relationship 
Diversities

Heterocentricity
Heteronormativity

Cisgenderism
Monogamism

Vanilla

A Model of 
Resistance to
‘Straight’ 
Colonialism

by defining ‘diversities’ as ‘NOT-the-norm’?

“I’m not 
queer 

enough!”

F

Ar
Still privileging 
the ‘norm’

Still defined by 
reductionist 

categories and 
identity 

normativity 
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Bonding
• Bonding between Enhancing Dialogic Pairs eg. Bisexual/Trans, 

Asexual/Polyamorous, Kink/NB, Demi-Sexual/Monogamous

• Challenging constructs of mutual exclusion eg. Gay Christian, 
Heterosexual Queer, Islamic Feminist, Trans Parent

• Maybe a model that includes heterosexuality, cisgender, 
monogamy as just other types of diversity, without privileging 
them?

• Subverting heteronormative psychotherapy by helping 
‘straight’ psychotherapists and clients come to terms with their 
own identity processes, including recognition trauma and 
exclusion trauma (As whiteness is to racism)
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Heterosexual/
Homosexual

Cisgender 
Monogamy

L
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QA Model of 
Minority
Models

Amplifying 
previously 

silenced 
voices

Only about 
Trauma of
Oppression 
Exclusion 
Erasure?

“Too 
complicated!”

“We don’t 
know enough”

A Bakhtinian Dialogic Wheel
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Contributions of Gender, Sexual and 
Relationship Diversities to Psychotherapy
• Understanding of Core Relationship Issues beyond Gender Roles 

Eg. IPV, Sexual violence and control, safe sex practice 
• Revolution in managing life limiting illness and end-of-life care
• Better recognition of impact of Exclusion and Erasure Trauma 

and of Minority Stress
• Enhanced conceptual vocabulary due to Logogenesis
• By differentiating  from pathology, defines what are pathological 

dynamics eg. toxic masculinity/femininity, entitlement, 
performative ‘pride’, inauthentic identity

• More Articulated Ethics of Consent and Boundary 
• Beyond an “addiction” model of out-of-control or problematic 

compulsions
• New Look at Relationship Resilience/Compatibility
• Better Understanding of Family Dynamics through Diverse Family 

Shapes 
• Challenging Gender Expectations of Parent Roles
• Revelation that sex is not necessary for healthy individuals or 

relationships
• Alternatives to the “cheating” narrative
• Expanded Definitions of Trust, Commitment and Mutual Support
• Enviable aspirations for self and culture to the point of 

misappropriation (‘Straight Pride’, ‘Pink-washing’)
• Power and submission are not dirty words
• Sex is more than Penis-in-Vagina

You’re 
Welcome
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Binding 
• Queer Psychotherapy as Counterpart, not just 

Counteract to the mainstream
• Bind ourselves over to what we DO need to do
• Activate binding principles that let change in our 

thinking and practice happen, even if we don’t yet 
know what the change should be or will become 

• Binding everyone, not just ‘those involved’ –
privilege = responsibility to challenge oppressions 

• Find, recognise and develop our thinking on ‘the 
patterns that bind’ (Gregory Bateson)
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How many queer psychotherapists 
does it take to change a lightbulb?

Maybe we already changed the 
lightbulb.

Maybe it’s now up to the whole 
room to become more enlightened.
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Which do you find most 

difficult to acknowledge, 

your advantage or 

disadvantage?



I am advantaged/disadvantaged in…
A age
D disabilities
D desirability (Physical attractiveness/Acceptability)
R religion
E ethnicity
S socioeconomic status
S sexual orientation
I intimate relationship
N nationality
G gender
Note: This model is very much related to 
2nd Wave Feminism and fails to address the 
Inequality and exclusion that comes from being 
outside of education and  academic hierarchies



“The word “independence” is 
united to the accessory ideas of 
dignity and virtue. 
The word “dependence” is 
united to the ideas of inferiority 
and corruption.”

How is this theme present in 
psychotherapeutic dynamics?



Applications in the Field

Your client at a placement is very upset because she was 
charged a cancellation fee for missing an appointment. You 
remind her of the written contract she would have been given 
at assessment. After being evasive she then shouts at you “I 
can’t fucking read, OK?”

What responsibilities and rights does your client have?
What responsibilities is it right for you to take?
What responsibilities and rights does the organisation have?

How could this incident be used therapeutically?



Applications in the Field

Your client is an asylum seeker and is referred to you by a 
charity who are paying to engage you in treatment of his 
PTSD.

He is living in temporary housing and is currently very upset 
that he does not have a reading light to read his Qur’an at 
night. There is a small furnishing grant available but he says he 
has to prove special needs to get him to the top of the list. He 
asks if you will write a letter today during the session to 
explain his need of spiritual comfort.

Are there any problems with doing as he asks today?
Might this lead to any difficulties in future?
How could this incident be used therapeutically?



Applications in the Field

A counselling agency has been referring to an experienced 
practitioner for 3 years.
They receive a complaint from a client that the practitioner, to 
whom he was referred, was “a man dressed as a woman”.
Upon questioning the practitioner corrects that she is a trans 
woman and has never attempted to hide this from any client 
or colleague.
The agency uphold the client’s complaint and cancel their 
contract with the practitioner, saying that they cannot expose 
clients to situations they are not equipped to handle.

What assumptions are being made?
What should the practitioner do?
How could this incident be used to improve therapeutic 
provision?


